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Madsen: Guest Editor's Prologue

guest editors prologue
TRUMAN G MADSEN

it has been thought that you might like to have the following

notes relating to my grandfather egbert B grandin who
printed in 1830 the first edition of the mormon bible these
items were told to me by my mother harriet grandin allen
alien
ailen
many years ago
cormons tried to get their bible printed in rochester
the mormons
but no one wanted to undertake the work my grandfather at
first refused after consulting friends who felt that it was
merely a business matter and that he would be in no way related to the religion he consented the type was set for sevcormons brought the manuscript
eral pages at a time and the mormons
in lots each day taking the manuscript sections away the same
my grandfather received his pay 3000 worth in a
day
farm and part of another farm or a mortgage on the latter
both near palmyra
the printing was done on what is
known as a washington press the writer saw this in the
mormon museum in salt lakecity
gity for decades it had lain
lake city
neglected in the cellar of a store of pliny sexton s 1I suppose
on main street the hand work on the old style press must
have been arduous no power presses then 1

As the above paragraph shows even the 1830 printer was
less than receptive to the publication of the book of mormon
and not at all receptive to the book itself many still seriously
doubt that the book is what it purports to be a sacred history
but there can now be no doubt that it has a history and that
serles of unexpected turnabouts
means a series
turn abouts for its critics
the critics expected the book to be a non christian threat
to the faith once delivered to the saints again and again it
has instead pulled men and women toward that faith illustrat-

ing and then enacting it
madsen professor of philosophy at brigham young university is director
of the dinst
institute
tute of mormon studies he has lectured and published widely in
inst
the history and philosophy of religion
excerpts from a letter from henry ailen
alien
allen addressed to the librarian of
the palmyra library and recently recovered by larry C porter

dr
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critics called it the gold bible the mormon bible
and assumed it would replace the bible but historically it has
been a major force in pulling more than three million persons
toward understanding and respect for the bible
the critics expected it to be exposed as a forgery or a
plagiarized
plagiarizer rehash of spaulding rigdon ethan smith or available indian lore but quite by itself the book has remained the
single tangible artifact that renders these alternative explanations untenable
finally the critics expected it to be a bubble for back
woodsmen
woodsman and none hesitated to predict the collapse of its influence in the nineteenth century but strangely whatever may
be its relevance to the arguments of that time and place it
has an almost pre established harmony with the needs of the
twentieth and as trends continue it may be even more relevant to the twenty first
with confidence then we can predict an increasing willingness to read the book with diminished hostility and with a
concern to fairly test it
that means that the story of its origin needs to be kept
straight its documented elements separated from mere say and
hearsay it is important that the story of the origin of the book
of mormon also be translated correctly and that is what a
team of research scholars have been about this year
where were the smiths living at the time of the moroni
visits russell R rich has given us a framework for confidence what about joseph smith s reputation in palmyra
at the time of translation richard lloyd anderson takes what
curlings
hur lings
may well be the first thorough look at the hurlbut hurlings
and offers a detailed historiographer s appraisal what of the
anthon transcript story stanley B kimball has pursued with
discipline and patience the main characters in the incident and
given us a platform from which to acknowledge what we can
and cannot reliably say what about the original book of
mormon manuscript dean C jessee offers a most fascinating article on the fragments that are preserved what of the
impact of the book on the new york community leonard

the

arrington larry porter laurence yorgason and jeffrey
holland offer further glimpses into that
throughout our research we have felt a lasting debt to the
book s detractors for through the campaign of disparagement
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they have left as it were literary fingerprints which provide
dates places circumstances and a close look at what was being
claimed and counter claimed taken together they will continue to undercut the notion that the book was done in a
corner
while we have encountered many dead ends we have
nevertheless opened some territory that promises further data
we commend these topics to the initiative of new york minded

mormon historians
1

2
3

4

the prophets

silver mining efforts for stoal
Sf
etoal stowell
owell
and their relationship to the plethora of money digging
accounts
the legal trials of joseph smith in the new york period
activities of the smith family during the years 18231827
the coherence of joseph smiths own account of the
translation with his closest scribes his wife emma and

oliver cowdery

in addition we are aware of four hearsay traditions the
sources of which cannot now be located and we invite informed
corn
comment
ment from our readers
1

2

3

4

A paragraph presently unlocated in the papers of joseph

knight senior describing the return of joseph and
emma from the hill cumorah with the plates and the
mim
thummim
urim and Thum
arim
A statement remembered but not identified by dr T
edgar lyon that in the process of translation the
prophet became more and more familiar with the language until at the end he no longer utilized the urim
arim
and thummim
Thum mim
A statement that joseph anticipating publication of the
book cried out 0 lord what will the world say and
was somehow reassured that mind opening evidence would
be forthcoming
A report that not long after reading the book parley P
pratt was assigned by the prophet to reread
re read the entire
bible for parallels and corroborations when he submitted
his notes joseph was noticeably astonished at the number

any information leading to the arrest and conviction of
these references or any reasonable facsimile will be most welcome here then are some accumulated findings of another
year s research into mormon origins
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